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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

A busy time of year! The Nationals were five full-on days, but with no throb of engines on roll-in
day Wednesday. We had action aplenty, with some great racing punctuated by the inevitable hard
luck stories. A momentous event was enhanced by our Ambassador, Daryl Beattie, whose company
was enjoyed by all who met him.
The following weekend we were part of the Motorsport Festival at Victoria Park, sharing the venue
with some magnificent four-wheelers, including Formula 1 cars that carried the late great Ayrton
Senna. Our bonus was several brisk laps on an interesting circuit, twice each day.
Out of leathers, just kick back, or take a walk and take in the mechanical eye candy! Why did a
whole group of heated riders, waiting to take to the track, knock back cool water from a concerned
official? A bit hard through a full face helmet!
Since then, Danny has been to the Speedway GP at Etihad Stadium, and he and Chris Hayward,
Nathaniel Wilson, Simon Cook and Geoff Grant, have been off to race at Broadford.
After all that, with local speedway at Gillman also, we have Xmas and then our State Titles at Mac
Park! Is that enough?
Trevor Henderson, President
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TREV’S TIDBITS: THE MYSTIQUE OF SPEEDWAY

I got into Rowley Park Speedway, which ran

ran the show. Would-be riders had to catch
up with the “Riders’ Rep” to sign up for a
licence. ACCA licence-holders got a new
rulebook each year, but Speedway rules
seemed to be passed on via hearsay.
Statements like “you must have a JAP or ESO
engine” were rife, but Garry Middleton began
at Rowley Park with a Matchless-engined
bike. Garry once claimed his Matchy was
faster than any JAP or ESO, so I was puzzled
when he switched to the Czech-made
machine. Another rider I knew said speedway
was “50% riding & 50% showmanship”, &
that actions of some were “un-British”, which
I found strange as he rode an ESO!
But that’s speedway, and I’m looking
forward to another season at Gillman, each
meeting tagged by manager Dave Parker as a
“Night to Excite”. And I’m sure they will!

from 1949 to 1979, in the Sixties, and saw the
ESO (later Jawa), replace the JAP as the
preferred solo engine, although not without a
dogged rearguard action. I remember English
rider Jimmy Gooch, no spring chicken, carve
his way through the field to win on his
hardly-concourse JAP on a track left not
smooth by car races, a task too much for local
ace Jack Scott, who later won an Australian
Title at this venue. I saw the great Jack
Young, my all-time favourite, win some of
his nine State Titles there, and then put down
some impressive laps, wearing civvies, at the
spectacular final meeting.
I missed the heyday of the JAP V-Twin, but
saw the Vincent as the dominant sidecar
engine. Those guys were hard men, and all
related in one way or the other. Not to be
discounted was our late Patron, Len Dyson,
who, with his single-cylinder “VAG”, had a
mortgage on the 6-lap sidecar handicap, and a
record time, for several years.
Having in recent years ridden speedway, at a
fairly pedestrian pace, it’s not hard to get out
there these days. Not so in the Sixties, as the
Speedway Control Board, not ACCA/MA,

Thumbs Up & Change Right (Not on a
speedway solo)
Trevor Henderson #55.

FROM THE COMPETITION SECRETARY

Hi, all, well the feet have hardly touched
the ground following our National Titles of
which I am still being reminded by many
what a great event it turned out to be. It would
be true the only thing that would have
improved things were less incidents that
ended up with oil and then cement etc over
too much of the track.
Always there were many stories, good luck
and bad luck, all the things that make our
sport so good.
The weekend that followed was to be another
great time with fellow club members and
enthusiasts. The Adelaide Motorsport Festival
at Victoria Park had us display some 19

What’s he planning now?
PICTURE: RUSSELL TOVEY
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motorcycles, most of which got to get a run
around the track showing all and sundry what
we are about. Saturday morning saw us roll
up, everyone lumping in. We had quite a few
gazebos and so had good shade and were able
to relax in relative comfort. We were also able
to shut our gear away for Saturday night in
one enclosed gazebo, the bikes got to spend
the night in the big marquee with the cars that
were involved with the Classic Adelaide
event that was part of the big picture.
The turnout of spectators was great. I got to
chat with some visitors in Adelaide from
Douglas on the Isle of Man. When they heard
of me walking the Mountain Course, they said
there was mention in the paper about some
Aussie doing that! They were in Adelaide,
heard the noise so came down to Victoria
Park! Another visitor was the son of Dick
Gore. Dick Gore was in our club when I
joined, he was an active official within the
then ACU. Dick raced in UK and Isle of Man
in his younger days and was a competitive
racer. Dick unfortunately had a nasty spill on
a Velocette KTT at the IOM and lost his arm.
Following the Victoria Park meeting with
Dick’s son, Dick followed me up and we had
a great chat. Gee it would be a joy to have
him along at a club general meeting to tell his
stories; I loved listening to them all. Dick had
made an effort to look me up last year too at
the nationals at Lakeside in Queensland. He
loves living up there but has the odd trip to
good old Adelaide to catch up with family.
At the Festival I rode my G50 on the
Saturday and let my friend Paul ride it on the
Sunday, I thought that would be a good thank
you for the two full days he and my other
friend Neil put in being our Pit Announcers
for the Nationals. Paul had a ball on the bike
chasing down Murray and having a play.
Unfortunately halfway through the second
session the bike stopped when the magneto
cap came off, so Paul got a ride on the back of
the tilt tray on the Geefa. Earlier in the
weekend it was Ayrton Senna’s old car
getting a run back the same way.

Having then been to Melbourne for the
Speedway GP it was soon time to travel over
to Broadford and I was just hoping I could
repeat my good showing of the Nationals.
Well that I did, coming away with 3rd in the
P3 500 races, same in the Unlimited P3 and
indeed 3rd in the feature race for the fastest 30
qualifier in P3.
Our shed had Chris Hayward, Nathaniel
Wilson, Simon Cook and I from our club.
Chris’s wife Kim was there to run around
after him and feed and water him and get his
bikes through scrutineering, I don’t know you
should ride the bike too Kim!
Nathaniel’s father in law, Mal Pitman did all
the tweaking etc on his bike. We also shared
pits with South Aussie David Short. All of us
got a gong or two come trophy time. I
managed PBs a few times culminating with
two new PBs in the last two laps of my last
race of the weekend, so I was chuffed. I’d be
sure that Nathaniel too did P’s and once Chris
got the TZ sorted he got into the eight’s
having earlier in the weekend really
struggling to go much quicker than me. A
new tyre on the rear changed all things for the
better come Sunday.
Back home bikes to service and yes entries to
log up for our State Titles for 2nd and 3rd Jan. I
have just spent a few hours logging up entries
in to date; we have 46 bikes one week out
from entries closing. I am sure we will as
usual have a good turnout.
A quick reminder that entries for the Island
Classic close real early this year. We have
quite a few club members going. I’d be keen
to hear from you if you are going over to race.
The Barry Sheene Festival of Speed is on
again in March, 18th - 20th is the weekend.
The Mount Gambier Club is running a
Historic only event (except for a few sidecars)
on the first weekend in March.
As you can see plenty going on so no
excuses. Of course apart from the racing Mac
Park have a ride day once a month and on
average there are two Champion Ride Days a
month at Mallala.
Danny Ahern #27
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Draft Minutes of the General Meeting of the Historic Motor Cycle Racing
Register of SA held at the MSA clubrooms on Thursday, Oct 15.
The meeting opened at 8pm with 23 members attending.
Apologies:
Visitors:
Minutes of previous meeting:
Business arising:

Ronna
none
Proposed Phil Baughan, Seconded Dan Ahern. Accepted by
members via show of hands.
None

Reports:
President’s report
 Trevor provided an overview of the running of the National Titles and reported that he
had received much positive feedback from competitors and officials alike.


A very busy period ahead for the Club with the Adelaide Motor Sport Festival next
weekend and the scheduling of the State Titles race meeting early in January at Mac
Park.



Trevor called on members to support the following week ends Motor Sport Festival in
Adelaide.

Secretary’s report
 Chris thanked members who assisted with the setting up (and dismantling) of the
display bikes marquee during the Nationals.


Letters of thanks to go out to all people who displayed their bikes in the marquee.

Treasurer’s report
Comp Secretary’s report
 Danny spoke about the Nationals and reported positive feedback from all concerned.


Discussed the number of spectators over the 3 days.



Photographers were plentiful and the Club will provide information and links for
competitors to access pics.



Flag Marshals feedback was generally positive with the club likely to use these people
again for the State titles in January at Mac Park.



Festival of Speed update provided. Members have registered their intention to display
their bikes although we are looking for up to 18 in total.
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Cannot set up display on the Friday now. Saturday morning set up from 6.30am
required.



This will be exhibition/parade only. No racing.



BBQ will be set up.



Dan made special mention to Brian Stuart and thanked him for his assistance during
the Nationals.

MSA
No report
R/R Committee
No report
General business
 Phil provided an overview of his role as COC during the Nationals.


He noted that although there were a few minor issues he was satisfied that the event
ran very smoothly.



There was a discussion re Daryl Beattie’s and Jeremy Burgess’s involvement in the
Nationals. It was universally agreed that this was a very positive initiative. Good
feedback from competitors.



Phillis did not attend the event due to medical issues.



Discussion re the air fence. Location and effectiveness discussed.



T Shirt orders will be filled in coming days (reprint required).



Island Classic discussed. Dan asked who is likely to be competing from the Club.



Likely that the Club will subsidise the pit garage costs.

Meeting closed at 9.30pm.
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Draft Minutes of the Committee Meeting of the Historic Motor Cycle Racing
Register of South Australia held on Tuesday, Sept 29, at Dernancourt.
The meeting opened at 7.30pm
Present:
Trevor Henderson, Danny Ahern, Chris Hayward, Neil Watson, Dean Watson, Bob
Balestrin, Tony Tildesley, Stuart Penn.
Visitor:
Phil Baughan Apologies:
Paul Walker.
Committee meetings are scheduled as weekly up until the National Titles. The meeting updated
progress re planning for the Titles race meeting. Phil Baughan was invited to attend this meeting
in his capacity as ‘Clerk of Course’ to facilitate exchanges of information on the event program.
Minutes of previous meeting: - Proposed Dan, seconded Dean. Accepted unanimously.
National Titles issues
 Mail out acceptances to non-email riders


Problems re T-shirts discussed.



Gates open 8.00am Wed for us. Signage positioned ASAP. No Pass-No entry policy.



Leaders appointed for each role although common sense to apply.



Grassed area predominantly for campervans, motorhomes etc.



People who haven’t booked for Thursday’s practice can pay during sign in on Thursday.



Need to set up ‘sign on’ rooms first thing on Wednesday.



Neil is king of the cool room and sausage sizzle.



Phil went through planned riders brief.



Official’s lunches will be placed in corporate room.



Thursday’s practice and Friday’s qualifying will be run as per the race program.



Radios – Major players use channel 1 with all other communications via channel 2.



10 units for Flaggies, starter, pit gate scrutineers, race office Clerk of Course & trainee,
Steward, 2 for pick up vehicles, 2 for ambulances, first aid room, and pit announcer.



Put out fire extinguishers, brooms etc on the Wednesday.



One red, one blue flag, x2 brooms and drum of oil absorbent.



Need eskies, drinks and ice and replenishments at lunch break.
Meeting closed at 9.30pm
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LIFE IN THE CUPBOARD: NATIONAL CHAMPS MALLALA

I’mmm Baaaack! And damned happy with a third place at the Australian National Championships
at Mallala. Here is how it happened.
We came back from Europe in time for me to get ready for the Nationals at Mallala. I only had a
few things to do to the bike but nothing had been run for more than six months so I figured I should
give them all a run. The bus (which has done more than a million miles) started on the first touch of
the starter, the bike started on the third kick (even though it had been liberally dosed with diesel to
keep internal rust at bay) but the generator (which is brand new) took two hours to get going!!!
Of course whilst getting the bike ready was easy, getting my head ready was not so easy. It had
been almost eighteen months since I had raced and I did not know if my hand would stand up to it
(nor indeed would my body which had become rather used to travelling in comfort and enjoying the
odd beverage here and there) so it was with some trepidation that we set off at two o’clock on a
Tuesday afternoon. Why so early you ask? I had agreed to be the gate person for the first couple of
hours on Wednesday morning and sleeping meant getting up at a more reasonable time.
Of course all of that came unstuck when the injector pump on the bus decided that it did not want
to go any further than One Tree Hill. Funny isn’t it? We travel all over Australia with nary a
problem but try to go to our local track and we don’t make it! For the next six or so hours it became
‘One Tree and One Bus Hill’! It took a while to make the decision to replace the pump (you always
hope for a sudden magic solution at times like this) but it was the only decision I could make so by
a little after midnight I had the spare pump installed and everything running again. But of course
the shops were shut now so dinner was left over cold chips and a banana! And then we headed to
Gawler to sleep outside the Woollies ready to do our shopping in the morning. We finally rocked
up at Mallala about 9.30am on Wednesday (possibly the slowest trip to Mallala ever undertaken).
Whilst there was a plan around who would camp where, that clearly did not work because we
ended up isolated at the back of the pit sheds with only a very rude Victorian for company. Rude
because he chose to set up his very large truck along the fence line as his own personal grandstand –
bugger everyone else. Upon politely enquiring as to whether he thought that was appropriate I was
informed in no uncertain terms that I could take myself elsewhere! But, once set up we decided to
make the most of it. Unfortunately it was also very windy on Wednesday and the first thing that
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happened was our awning got turned inside out and thus was to take no further part in our lives for
the weekend (or indeed for any future weekend).
We, in this instance, were Barbara and I along with Melissa and Footy – they normally race
modern sidecars together but for some unknown reason Melissa had voiced a desire to experience a
ride on a P4. We had attempted to line this up before but events precluded that happening, but it
came together this time and Melissa was my passenger for the weekend. After establishing camp,
we got the bike scrutineered and then wandered around to catch up with friends whom Barbara and
I had not seen for a very long time.
Thursday morning dawned clear and fine for the free practice day. We had two sessions. The first
was just a bit of a ‘suck it and see’ because it was our first ride together and my first real ride for 15
or so months. We went quite slowly and just sussed things out a bit. We came in pleased that we
had done it without any real disasters. The second session we decided we would go a bit faster and
all of sudden everything felt better – sometimes faster is easier. But there was a bit of concern
about the amount of detonation we were getting so we spent the evening dismantling the
carburettors and drilling a few holes out to get more fuel in.
We fronted up for qualifying feeling much more confident that I could actually ride reasonably.
The engine was much happier with more fuel going in but the clutch, which normally slips a bit
before taking up, was not taking up this time. We were also getting a fair bit of oil spitting out of
the gearbox somewhere – it was hard to tell exactly where – so we concluded that the slipping
clutch was frothing the oil. Friday evening was spent ratting the clutch off the spare engine and
putting it in place. This clutch took two hands to squeeze so I thought we were onto a solution.
We had three title races over the next two days but because we were a new team and I was on my
first ride since pruning my fingers, we agreed to only do what was necessary to go reasonably
quickly but ride safely. Given that it was some thirteen years since I had ridden at Mallala there
were a lot of people who had never seen me ride and some of them had rolled up to watch. They
were generally expecting the winning performances of some of my better rides before I cut my
fingers off. I had warned of the handicaps we faced but I was still feeling a bit of pressure to
perform. I was pleased though that my daughter had been able to bring our three grandchildren
along to see me for the first time in their lives. Jesse (5) thought it was all pretty cool and he
delighted in recounting everything to me but Lucy (7) was concerned about the safety of the
passengers. Jazz, at 6 months of age, really did not care much!
Saturday was a very slow day. We only had one race and that, being race 17, was clearly not going
to happen until around lunchtime. And then we were getting ready, leathers on, last drinks, a prerace pee and the bike warmed up when they suddenly decided to delay our race until after lunch.
Seriously think that decision should have been made a bit earlier! But finally we got to our first
race. We got a great start and moved into mid field before Turn 2 but somehow got a bit crossed up
there as those in front got into a bit of biff and bash and we took avoidance action. We went wide
and then it would not turn back in enough so we ran even wider catching out one from behind who
bumped into us a bit resulting in my right exhaust being bent in against my foot. After that we
finished the race with no further mishaps and gradually getting faster until we did our fastest lap on
the third lap. We finished fourth only just adrift of the first three who were locked together
The clutch had performed nicely but we still had oil escaping from the gearbox. This should not
happen! Searching all over the bike we could not identify exactly where it was escaping from nor
why. We resolved to just keep an eye on it and hope we could get through our two races. In order
to assist I slightly reduced the oil level in the gearbox.
Sunday morning – another lazy morning with about 12 races to see off before we were allowed to
play. About 4 events before ours I decided it was time to start the beast and do the final check
over. That warm up run is always a good time to spot anything that might have come loose and
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with 4 events still to go there is time to attend to any minor issues. But luckily Footy and I had both
omitted to empty the oil catch tank the night before and at the point of starting the engine the hose
was hanging in the tank with its tip just below the surface of the oil. I am checking all over the bike
when Footy nudges me and points to the tank – there are bubbles rising from the end of the hose.
Now first thought is that we are warming things up and of course that will push some air out! But
hang on; it seems to coincide with blipping the throttle… This is not making sense. Play with it a
bit more and the rate of bubbles certainly seems to coincide with the right hand movement. What to
do? First thought is that there must be a crankcase leak into the gearbox. This would likely result
in one cylinder running lean so we whip out the plugs and sure enough one cylinder is a bit leaner
than the others, BUT hang on, it is the left cylinder and the left cylinder is effectively hanging out in
the breeze and has almost no direct path to the gearbox! We cannot resolve this issue now so we
decide that we will go out and I will maintain vigilant observation of the engine and if there is any
sign of anything untoward we would come in rather than do serious damage.
We got a great start but this time I stayed wide through turn one to let the slower starters get into
their stride without tangling with us in turn two. That worked nicely and we all headed off on our
journey. We were sitting comfortably in our rightful spot until we got to the northern hairpin on the
second lap. Slightly ahead of us was a gaggle of sidecars out of which there was suddenly an
explosion of plastic and fibreglass and one of the sidecars was suddenly stopped sideways on the
exit of the hairpin. We had plenty of room to go around Max Hooper and head on our merry way
now in third spot. So, that changes things a bit, we must finish now because if we finish in third we
will match Max’s points for third overall and he will have to get first or second in the last race to
beat us on overall points. I listen carefully to the engine for the rest of the race and hear all sorts of
noises and hesitations… but of course they were mostly in my head because when we came in there
was nothing more untoward with the engine than we had noticed prior to going out! But it was still
forcing out a bit of oil and it was still blowing bubbles!
We decided that all we had to do was finish the last race so it was worth taking a slight chance and
just continuing at a steady pace. This meant the last race was almost boring. We got our good start
but I did the same as race two and kept out of their way through turn two and headed off for the
duration with plenty of space around us on the track. Max pulled slightly ahead but while I could
see him in third we held the overall points on him. This was how we finished. Pack up, collect our
trophies at the presentation – which went quite smoothly and really did not take very long given the
number of classes to cover and then we were on the road out of there. But not for home yet, we
travelled all the way to the Mallala oval where we set up camp again with Melissa and Footy beside
us and broke out a real celebratory drink – red wine. You see it would be several hours before we
got that drink if we had headed directly home and we decided that we were not prepared to wait
until 9 or 10 pm for that. Over those celebratory drinks we got all excited about how we had gone
and decided we needed to do it again, so after a couple of quick phone calls and a session on the
internet we had a late entry in for the Southern Classic in three weeks time.
That was perhaps all a bit hasty because when I got home and started the preparation of the bike I
discovered some serious issues with the gearbox and crankshaft with the motor I used at Mallala
and some seriously broken engine mountings. We may well have failed to finish if we had tried to
do another race! On top of this I still had a bit of work to do on the bus before we headed a
thousand kays east… It was certainly going to be head down and bum up for a bit to make sure all
was ready. But oh boy, I was certainly looking forward to it and the prospect of having Melissa on
the side again was a good one too. We were starting to fit together quite well and we were heading
to a track that we both know extremely well. More on that soon.
That’s all from The Cupboard for now. Geoff
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NATHANIEL WILSON: YAMAHA RD250 LC RACING FUN

From top: Nat’s first race; Kevin Magee master class; at the nationals at Mallala.
In 2012 I went to the MotoGP and saw Casey Stoner win. When the race finished I walked the
track to see the podium presentation, and while doing this I decided I wanted buy a track bike and to
ride on a race track.
My only racing experience and trophy I had was with the under 5’s BMX club at Mount Gambier
where we battled it out. I reckon I came third out of four competitors.
But I have been around motorcycles all my life. Ever since I can remember my dad has owned a
Norton Commando 850 Interstate. He used to ride it to and from work when I was young. It was
sometimes stored in the shed for years and then pulled out for a season then put back in the shed for
years. He still rides it.
My first bike was a Honda CBR250RR on my Ls. I then purchased a Yamaha R6 and rode that to
and from work up and down Snake Gully (Tea Tree Gully to One Tree Hill and back).
I bought the Yamaha RD250LC in 2013. A lot of people I talked to said it was a cheap and fun
entry level bike to get into racing. I knew nothing mechanically about motorcycles and was keen to
learn about the bike so with help from Mal Pitman (my father in law) we stripped it and he taught
me how to put back together, how a two stroke works etc.
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With all the knowledge that my father in law had over the years of working with motorbikes and
race teams I thought it a great opportunity to learn from him
We aimed at getting “free horsepower’’ as Mal always called it. This meant setting the bike up so I
was comfortable on it. For example we used the same seat to foot peg to handlebar triangular
measurement as my R6.
Over a period of a year we got the bike back together and I first got to ride it at the 2014 Broadford
Bike Bonanza. We made the trip with Mal, Andre Bosman, Mal’s cousin Dean Pitman and his son
and my mate Andy Pitman.
This was my first experience on a race track and I was completely hooked. It was riding on a track
with no one driving in the opposite direction and no obstacles to hit. It felt safer than riding on the
road.
After the Broadford Bonanza I was keen to get to a ride day at the track once a month, whether it
be at Mallala or Mac Park.
Mal would often come with me, which was great. Also my dad (David Wilson) and brother (Joel
Wilson) would sometimes come and help with timing etc.
The atmosphere at the ride days were great with everyone friendly and keen to chat.
I got a one year recreational ride day licence to save some cash which I then transferred into a race
licence when I decided to enter my first event last Christmas time at Mac Park.
I was a little nervous but loving it. I got the first session out of the way, and looked to better my
times in the next qualifying session as I had ridden faster at previous ride days.
The next session I pushed harder and harder each lap chasing a rider in front until I fell off at Pine
Tree Corner. My rear wheel skidded out exiting the right hander and my bike and I slid straight
down the centre of the track.
I jumped off the track, but my bike was still lying in the centre of it with riders narrowly missing it.
The flags were not raised so I decided to run on track to quickly remove the bike otherwise
someone was bound to hit it. Upon picking the bike up I just started to wheel it off when a rider
came flying around the corner and unfortunately hit my bike, ripping it out of my hands but luckily
away from my body. Unfortunately he hurt himself and his bike was pretty beat up. My bike was
now was also in pretty bad shape.
I came into the pits and my disappointment soon turned to excitement again as I had made my best
lap time, a 1:27.8 and qualified 2nd . We worked on the bike and got it rideable.
My first race was in the 350cc class as I had cross-entered to get more track time. I arrived at the
grid and soon found out I should have practised some starts.
My race starts were terrible over the weekend, starting from 2nd on the grid and usually came into
the first corner last. But I had great fun battling with other LCs mid pack and my best result over the
weekend was an 8th. Lachlan Hill was nice enough to come over to my pits for 10 minutes and give
me some pointers on race starts
The race meeting was full of a mix of everything for me: I crashed in qualifying but qualified 2nd; I
went out in the wrong race at one stage; I was penalised with a jump start; and another race was red
flagged as Kelly Ryan had a pretty nasty crash.
It was an amazing weekend and I thank Mal for all the help he has given me, and my Dad and
brother Joel and friend Nick for making the trip to support me.
For 2015 I made an effort to improve my fitness, as I was completely puffed out after each race
over Christmas, and at ride day sessions.
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With the nationals in October my goal for my second race meeting, I tried to get to a Mallala ride
day once a month this year.
I also went back to the Broadford Bike Bonanza and had another great weekend being able to ride
with Kevin Magee and see how he cornered and copy his lines. This really helped my riding.
(Nat was born in Mt Gambier, but moved to Horsham “home of the Horsham Hurricane Kevin
Magee” at 8 years old, then to Adelaide at the age of 14.)
I managed to lose 20kg before the nationals. I felt a lot fitter and more comfortable on the bike.
I qualified 2nd behind Lachlan Hill on his Rotax, which I was really happy with.
I was still nervous with my starts as I had been so shocking at them over Christmas time, but I had
practised starts throughout the year so I was hoping I could do better off the line.
Again I cross entered into the 350cc class on my 250cc bike to get more track time and qualified
5th. It was great because the faster bikes made me push harder and brake later. I got my fastest times
on my 250cc in the 350cc session a 1:23.1 trying to chase Wayne Higgins. I was really happy with
this as the previous track record in the Period 5 250 class was I believe 1:23.3. Lachlan Hill
smashed the lap record on the Rotax over the weekend.
In the 250cc class I had the best fun I’ve had so far on the track on Sunday morning when I
managed to stick with Lachlan Hill on the Rotax. My bike was running crisp and sweet and I
managed to get into the 1:23s for the first time.
It’s great to have guys like Chris Haywood in the club who really encourage younger riders like me
who are new to racing.
And Brendan Roberts, who is an ex-world champion, is a really friendly helpful guy who gave me
riding tips.
Of course, Mal Pitman, who is the club patron and my father in law, is the key to all this.
We’ve spent many days and hours in the shed working on the bike. He has a lot of patience with
me learning about the bike, and is a great help to others in the club.
If you have been thinking about getting out on the track for a while I think you should just give it a
go. It is really fun; the atmosphere is great, everyone is friendly and helpful.
You won’t regret it.
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2015-16 Dates

Date
Jan 2-3, 2016
Jan 22-24
March 8
March 18-20
Broadford Ride Days 2015

Event

Champion ride days at Mallala

29 Nov, 11 & 19 Dec

SA Historic Champs
International Island Classic
Classic Master of Mac Park
Barry Sheene Festival of Speed
Dec 7

Venue
Mac Park
Phillip Island
Mac Park
Sydney Motorsport Park
Entry fee $120

For Sale/Wanted

Wanted 1960 BSA A10 duplex frame with sidecar lugs.
For
Sale

4-Jaw Chuck, As New, Overall Diameter 830 mm, $100.
Aluminium Motorcycle Workbench with folding legs, $100 o.n.o.

Trevor
83845284
Trevor
83845284

Hinckley Triumph Bonneville factory accessory windscreen with all Hamish
fittings, complete standard exhaust system, front-rear indicators, rear 0419039010
fender and tail-light, standard airbox and air filter with all fittings.
$250 the lot.
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HISTORIC MOTOR CYCLE RACING REGISTER
SA INC.
WILL CONDUCT

THE 2015 SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
HISTORIC ROAD RACING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
SAT 2ND & SUN 3RD JANUARY 2016

SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS
MEETING NAME

VENUE

DATE

2015 SA HISTORIC ROAD RACING
CHAMPIONSHIPS

MC NAMARA PARK ROAD RACING CIRCUIT,
MOUNT GAMBIER SA

SAT 2ND & SUN 3RD JANUARY 2016

PROMOTER

MSA TRACK LICENCE

MSA COMP. PERMIT

HISTORIC MOTOR CYCLE RACING REGISTER

MA

TBA

SA INC
RACE SECRETARY

ADDRESS ENTRY TO

CONTACT NUMBERS

MARG TROTTER

COMPETITION SECRETARY

COMPETITION SECRETARY – DANNY AHERN

27 RIVERSIDE GROVE DERNANCOURT SA
5075

PHONE 0407826951

CLERK OF THE COURSE

STEWARD

JOHN PAINTER

CHRIS PEAKE

1.

ANNOUNCEMENT:
The Historic Motor Cycle Racing Register SA Inc, hereafter called the PROMOTER, will conduct The 2015 South Australian
Historic Road Racing Championships for Historic periods 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 machines at the McNamara Park Road racing
Circuit, Mt Gambier SA on SAT 2ND & SUN 3RD JANUARY 2016

2.
2.1.

JURISDICTION:
The abovementioned meeting has been authorised by Motorcycling SA Inc. which has issued the Motorcycling Australia
Permit Number TBA and is open to holders of current Motorcycling Australia Senior National Licences and Senior One
Meeting National Licences. To ensure a licence is obtained prior to the meeting riders must apply for their one-event
licences well before the Christmas break. See your SCB for details (MSA, MVIC etc).
The meeting will be held in accordance with the current Manual of Motorcycle Sport, these Supplementary Regulations, and
any final instructions approved by Motorcycling SA Inc.

2.2.

BY ENTERING THIS MEETING ALL PARTIES AGREE TO COMPLY WITH THESE RULES, REGULATIONS, BY-LAWS AND
INSTRUCTIONS.

3.
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.

4.
4.1.
4.2.

ENTRIES:
Entries open forthwith and close last mail FRIDAY 20TH NOVEMBER 2015. Send entries to the Competition Secretary at
the above address or scan and email to dannyahern@senet.com.au
In the case of postponement or abandonment of the meeting, all or any part of the entry fee may be retained by the Club or
Promoter, whichever is applicable, if such retention is approved by Motorcycling SA Inc.
Only entries received on the official entry form and accompanied by the correct fee will be accepted.
NOTE:- LATE ENTRIES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AND THE RETURN OF ENTRY FEES FOR ANY RIDER
WITHDRAWING FROM THE MEETING IS AT THE DISCRETION OF THE CLUB OR PROMOTER, WHICHEVER IS
APPLICABLE.
INSURANCE:
The National Personal Accident Scheme provides basic cover for death and permanent disability.
Ambulance Insurance is compulsory for licensees.
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4.3

IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT COMPETITORS GIVE CONSIDERATION TO TAKING OUT WEEKLY
BENEFITS INSURANCE.

5.

MEDICAL SERVICES:
The Ambulance Service will be in attendance from 8:45 am to 5.00 pm over the 2 days.

6
6.1.
6.2.

ENTRY FEE:
Entry fees are detailed on the official entry form attached.
Payment by EFT, cheque or money order. ANY FEES FOR DISHONOURED CHEQUES WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY
OF THE ENTRANT.
Cheques and Money Orders are to be made payable to Historic Motor Cycle Racing Register SA Inc, (HMCRRSA Inc)
Electronic payments are preferred. Bank details BSB 805-050 A/C NO 100041411 please put your name down as
reference
(Please include a copy of stamped deposit or receipt with your entry)
Please include a self addressed stamped business size envelope for confirmation of entry and the issuing of entry passes
and any final instructions. NO ENVELOPE - NO PASSES.

6.4.
7

ENTRY PASSES:
2 passes per entry (3 per sidecar) plus one vehicle pass. Participants quoting a current Entrants Licence receive one extra
pass.

8

PROPOSED CATEGORIES OF COMPETITION: Periods 1,2,3,4, & 5 generally with the following classes:
Ultra Lightweight Solo to 125 cc
Lightweight Solo 132 cc – 250 cc
Junior Solo 263 cc – 350 cc
Senior Solo 368 cc – 500 cc
Unlimited Solo 526 cc – 1300 cc
Period 3 Sidecar to 650 cc
Period 4 Sidecar to 836 cc
Unlimited Sidecar
Period 2 Junior Solo to 350 cc
Period 2 Unlimited Solo 368 cc -1300 cc
Period 3 Formula 700 Solo 526 cc – 700 cc
Period 4 Formula 750 Solo 526 cc – 750 cc
Some competition classes may be combined if entries are insufficient in the nominated class; competitors will be
advised in the final instructions where this occurs.
Special events
The Ken Blake Memorial race for the fastest 29 qualifiers - period 3 and 4 machines only.
The Bob Jolly Memorial race for period 3 four-stroke singles to 500 cc.
LC Cup for Yamaha RD250LC machines.
Sidecar Feature Event.
The number of laps per race will be determined once all entries have been received.

9

AWARDS:
Trophies will be awarded in all classes per the following. (At close of entries)
1st
for a minimum of 3 entries per class.
1st & 2nd
for a minimum of 5 entries per class.
1st, 2nd & 3rd for 6 or more entries per class.

10
10.1.

ENTRIES TO CONSTITUTE A CLASS:
Should there be insufficient entries in any class of competition, the decision to run or cancel the class, or to combine events
and re-distribute any awards will be at the discretion of the club or promoter, whichever is applicable, subject to Motorcycling
SA Inc. approval.

11

PROPOSED RACE FORMAT:
Sat 2nd Jan 2016 – 2 practice/qualifying sessions, then racing
Sun 3rd Jan 2016 – straight into racing. (NO PRACTICE SUNDAY)

12
MACHINES AND RIDERS:
12.1. All machines entered must comply with the current MOMS for competition.f
12.2. Multiple entries of the one machine in the same class of competition are not permitted.
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12.3. Riders must present themselves at scrutineering wearing appropriate riding gear and must present current MA
Competition Licences and Historic Machine Log Books before a scrutineering pass can be allocated.
12.4. A change of rider is permitted with prior written approval of the Clerk of Course a minimum of 30 mins before the contested
event.
13
13.1.
13.2.

RIDING NUMBERS:
Whenever possible, competitors will be allocated their preferred riding number; all others will be allocated numbers at the
meeting secretary’s discretion. Preference will be given to those with numbers registered with HMCRRSA / MSA Road Race
Committee.
All number plates on machines MUST comply with the GCR rule 12.6.

14

GRID POSITIONS:
For solos there is a maximum of 29 places with 3 motorcycles per row while sidecars are to be arranged in a 2 per row
format.

15

RIDERS’ BRIEFING:

A riders’ briefing will be held prior to the commencement of racing; ALL COMPETITORS MUST
ATTEND and sign the attendance record. No competitor will be permitted to race if they have not signed
the competitors’ briefing list.
16

DRUG AND OR ALCOHOL TESTING:

16.1

All competitors and officials are advised that as part of the MA and MSA drug education program, drug testing may take
place at any competition in accordance with Australian Sports Commission policy and Motorcycling SA Drug and Alcohol
Policy as implemented by the Australian Sports Drug Agency.
If any doubts exist over banned substances it is recommended competitors contact the Drugs in Sport Hotline, tel 1800 020
506. When drug testing takes place, the confirmation of awards may be delayed at the discretion of Motorcycling SA Inc.
until the results of the tests are known.

16.2

17

CODE OF CONDUCT:
All competitors, and officials are reminded of the Motorcycling Australia by-law - CODE OF CONDUCT (as stipulated in the
GCRs), which is a guide to appropriate behaviour at all motorcycle race meetings. This CODE OF CONDUCT applies to this
Meeting and will be enforced.

18

TIMETABLE:
Sat 2nd Jan – Scrutineering starts at 7:30 am, compulsory riders briefing at 8:30am, practice/qualifying commences at
9:00am.
Sun 3rd Jan –Racing commences at 9:00 am. Trophy presentations at conclusion of racing.
For the purposes of drug and alcohol testing, the commencement of the meeting will be deemed to be Sat 1st Jan at 7:30 am,
with the end of the meeting being 15 minutes after the completion of the last race.

19

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION:
2.4 Km combined hot and cold mix, sealed surface with racing in a clockwise direction.

20

STARTS:
Starting will be by the extinguishing of red lights .Amber light will be used for false starts.

21

QUALIFYING AND PRACTICE SESSIONS:
It is proposed that there will be two practice/qualifying sessions of approx 15 mins on Saturday morning. Both sessions will
be timed but competitors may opt to attend only one session.
Grid positions will be allocated by the organisers based on performances in the practice / qualifying sessions. Non qualifiers
will be placed rear of grid.

22.

TIMING AND TRANSPONDER HIRE. Timing will be electronic and EACH machine will be allocated a transponder; the hire
charges are included in the entry fee. Riders will be responsible for the safe return of their transponders and a fee will be
charged for loss or damage. Before transponders are handed over, competitors will need to provide security to the hirer at
the track. Those who hold an MA National Licence will hand over their licences. Those who are competing under a Senior
One Meeting National Licence will be required to provide a $50 deposit for each transponder. The security will be handed
back when the transponders are returned in good order to the hirer.
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23.

NOISE:
Where conducted, noise limits will be applied as per GCR’s rule 12.10.

SPECIAL NOTES AND WARNINGS:
Friday 1st Jan - Practice for race meeting entrants- 9:00 am to 4:00 pm. A practice fee of $95 is payable on the day to the
Mt Gambier Club.
Friday Practice Will be held under a separate permit and a $20 Recreational Licence will need to be taken
out if you are using a One Event Licence for the weekend. Practice will be held from 9am to 4pm. All bikes
must be GCR compliant.
Practice and Licence fees for Friday Practice to be paid on the day.
Scrutineers will be available for machine examination during the day.
24.2 Unregistered motorcycles, bicycles, scooters etc must not be ridden in the defined pit area while the meeting is in progress.
24.3 The dumping of used lubricants and fuel, other than in the waste drums provided, is not permitted. Used tyres must be
removed from the circuit at the conclusion of the meeting.
24.4 Riding of machines outside of designated pit areas is not permitted.
MOMS 4.1.4
24.5 No alcohol permitted in the pit area.
MOMS 4.1.4
24.6 No animals permitted within the circuit boundary. MOMS 4.1.4
24.7 Garages- A limited number of powered carports available in the pit area at $70 per bay for the weekend. One bay
per entry.(Comfortably fits 2 bikes) New big sheds 37-42 are available at $130 per bay for the weekend. Only one bay per entry.
(Comfortably fits3 bikes) Booking will only be accepted on receipt of Entry Form when accompanied by full payment.
24.8 Camping at the track is available at $10 per person per day, under 16 years old free, a camping indemnity must be
signed upon entry to the campground.
24.
24.1

Competition Secretary HMCRRSA
Danny Ahern
MOB 0407826951
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SA HISTORIC ROAD RACING CHAMPIONSHIPS
ON SAT 2ND & SUN 3RD JANUARY 2016
MCNAMARA PARK ROAD RACING CIRCUIT
MOUNT GAMBIER S.A

ENTRY FORM – To avoid follow-up phonecalls fill in ALL details
Rider’s surname:

Rider’s first name:

Rider’s MA licence number............................Expiry
date:.......................Address:......................................................................................................................................
Email address............................................................................................................................................................
Club:............................................
If under 18 years – date of birth:
Registered competition number of the machine:
If not registered, preferred number:.............................................................................
: (Home)

(Work)

(Mobile)

Emergency contact details: Name
Phone No:
Emergency contact home address;
________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________
Entrant (this is the rider’s MA licensed sponsor – not the rider’s
name).........................................................................................................................................
Entrant’s Lic No..................................

Expiry date......................................

Passenger’s surname:
Passenger’s first name: ………………………………………...
MA licence no ………………………………………………….
MA licence expiry date:
Address:
Club:

If under 18 years – date of birth

: (Home)

(Work)

(Mobile)

Emergency contact details: Name:
Phone No:

__
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RACING
NUMBER

MACHINE MAKE AND MODEL & PERIOD CLASSIFICATION

ACTUAL ENGINE
CAPACITY (cc)

(This goes in the program so make your description clear)

MA LOG BOOK
NUMBER

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CURRENT
GENERAL COMPETITION RULES (GCRs), THESE SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS (OF WHICH THIS
ENTRY FORM FORMS PART OF) AND ANY FINAL INSTRUCTIONS. BY ENTERING THIS MEETING ALL
PARTIES AGREE TO COMPLY WITH THESE RULES, REGULATIONS, BY-LAWS AND INSTRUCTIONS.
ENTRY FEES:

1ST Machine incl MSA levy

$200

ND

2 & subsequent machines $25 each
MSA sidecar passenger levy - an additional $10
Pit garages $70 per bay / $130 per bay
PAYABLE =

TOTAL

RIDERS NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE

PASSENGERS NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE

PARENT /GUARDIAN NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE
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